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welcome to

The 2022
Season
It ’s back. And bigger and better than ever. Welcome to the

Part of the GCL Super Cup winning team, Olivier Philippaerts

world’s most dynamic and exciting equestrian sport circuit.

said: “The Global Tour is not only a top competition in terms of

Putting show jumping’s best riders and horses together in unique

participants, everything is organized perfectly down to the last

locations around the world for two thrilling championships.

detail. I always look forward to the GCL team competition, it is
great fun and the high level of competition motivates me to stay
in the best form.”

The 2022 Longines Global Champions Tour and GCL series will
once again visit iconic capital cities and breathtaking Riviera
destinations while bringing top tier sport to fans across the

To earn championship honors, horse and rider will be challenged

globe.

in a variety of testing tracks with fans around the world set to
enjoy another highly-charged season unfolding at incredible
destinations.

The mesmerising 2022 battle travels to iconic locations around
the world, from the season opener in Doha, through to the
return of fan favorites Miami Beach and Mexico City followed

The world’s best will be striving to win a golden ticket for the

by a fantastic five months across Europe in Madrid, Ramatuelle/

Longines Global Champions Tour Super Grand Prix as individual

Saint Tropez, Hamburg, Cannes, Stockholm, Paris, Monaco,

winners of each event from the 2022 season will go head-to-

Berlin, London, Valkenswaard and Rome. The season then heads

head for the prestigious title at the O2 Arena in Prague.

back to America for the penultimate round in New York with the
sensational championship race reaching its climax in Riyadh,

There will be extra pressure for the teams at the GC Prague

Saudi Arabia for the Finals then the ultimate showdown at the

Playoffs to field the ultimate combinations for the GCL Super

GC Prague Playoffs.

Cup as a stunning €6 million is up for grabs in just one weekend.
With thrilling light shows, hugely popular entertainment and a
dazzling Walk of Champions.

On the Longines Global Champions Tour precision, power and
elegance are all combined in one spectacular championship
series. Elite equestrian athletes including Olympic and World

Fans around the world will be able to watch all the sporting

Champions will compete for some of the highest prize money in

drama unfold on GCTV which will continue to innovate with new

the sport with the aim of landing on top of the podium.

graphics and technology taking fans backstage with the stars at
the extraordinary events world-wide. It’s the big event you simply
cannot miss.

GCL embarks on its sixth year and the rivalry between teams will
be greater than ever throughout 2022. Top riders from different
countries are united with star U25 riders to take show jumping to
a new level of sporting excellence. Team spirit, team tactics and
the strongest combinations are what’s needed to win with only
the top teams able to claim the highest amount of championship
points.
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MEET

Matthias
Breschan
LONGINES CEO

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear Equestrian Sports Enthusiasts,
Longines is delighted to return to Ramatuelle/Saint-Tropez for the
Longines Athina Onassis Horse Show comprising the fifth leg of the
Longines Global Champions Tour – an event which already promises
wonderful moments of sport and entertainment. As the Title Partner
and Official Timekeeper of the Tour, our brand is looking forward to the
weekend’s highlight trial, the Longines Global Champions Tour Grand Prix
of Ramatuelle/Saint-Tropez on Saturday.
The French leg of the 2022 series is the perfect opportunity for Longines
to highlight the Official Watch of the event, La Grande Classique de
Longines. As an emblematic collection of the brand, Le Grande Classique
de Longines bears witness to the long-standing expertise with which the
watchmaking company embodies elegance today. Designed for both
women and men, this iconic collection can be seen on the wrists of all
those who know how to appreciate true value.
Ladies and Gentlemen, dear Equestrian Sports Enthusiasts, I wish you
a wonderful weekend filled with many exciting sports moments at the
Longines Global Champions Tour in the elegant and sophisticated French
Riviera town of Saint-Tropez.
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MEET

Jan
Tops
FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT
LGCT AND GCL

Welcome to the glamorous and sophisticated French Riviera town of
Ramatuelle, Saint-Tropez for the exciting 5th leg of the 2022 season. We
are fortunate to enjoy a fantastic range of privileged venues each season
and this is again a truly special place with the arena only a stone’s throw
away from the turquoise waters of Pampelonne beach.
I am thrilled to once again bring top-level show jumping to this sunsoaked destination which is synonymous with elegance and style. This
leg is a crucial stage in the early part of the season as the world’s best
riders look to pick up as many points as possible before the Finals of our
global circuit and also the GC Playoffs in Prague in November. We have
witnessed incredible sporting performances across continents already
this year from Doha, to Miami and Mexico before landing in Europe to
continue the non-stop show jumping action that always features the best
equine talent.
This year we will see incredible performances again in both the individual
Longines Global Champions Tour Grand Prix and the GCL team
competitions where the home team St Tropez Pirates will be hoping for
a podium position. The fantastic event here in Ramatuelle - Saint Tropez
always has a wonderful ambience and high standards of facilities for all
to enjoy.
I would like to thank Longines, our Title Partner and Official Timekeeper,
for their long-standing support over the years. I would also like to thank
our partners throughout the season and here in Ramatuelle - Saint Tropez.
My appreciation also goes to our fans around the world for joining us at
the shows when possible and watching on GCTV live streaming where our
commentators entertain with expert analysis and insight.
I wish you all a magnificent event.
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MEET

Athina
Onassis
PRESIDENT OF LONGINES
ATHINA ONASSIS HORSE SHOW

It is my great pleasure to welcome you back to the picturesque shores of
Pampelonne Beach in Ramatuelle for the 2022 Longines Athina Onassis
Horse Show (LAOHS). As we once again gather together alongside
some of the best horses and riders in the world, I am so grateful to our
beautiful host city, our enthusiastic spectators, and our loyal amateur
and professional exhibitors who year after year help us to make LAOHS
a standout event on the showjumping calendar.
As ever, we are delighted to be part of the esteemed Longines Global
Champions Tour (LGCT) as the fifth stop of the highly anticipated 2022
season.
We are endlessly thankful for the continued support of our longtime
Title Partner, the Swiss watchmaker, Longines, as well as a number of
dedicated partners whose unwavering belief in our event has helped to
make the Longines Athina Onassis Horse Show what it is today. Indeed,
the success of LAOHS would not be possible without them.
My thanks, as well, goes out to our generous host for the weekend,
Ramatuelle Mayor Roland Bruno, who has once again opened the
doors of his beautiful and welcoming community to our event.
To me, there is no better place to share my deep and longstanding
admiration for this sport than this one-of-a-kind corner of the world,
with friends and fellow riders who appreciate this place as much as I do.
Once again, welcome back; I wish you all the very best of luck in the
weekend ahead.
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MEET

Roland
Bruno
MAYOR OF
RAMATUELLE

Ramatuelle is pleased to host the 8th edition of the Longines Athina
Onassis Horse Show, combining sportsmanship, elegance and glamour
in a remarkable natural setting.
This fifth leg of the prestigious Longines Global Champions Tour and
the Global Champions League will bring together the best riders in the
world in a competition of excellence.
The doors of the Longines Athina Onassis Horse Show are open to all
audiences in a spirit of welcome and sharing.
This year the classes on offer to amateur riders will allow them to
compete alongside the greatest names in equestrian sport.
A whole art of living is represented here between very high-level
competition, refinement and conviviality.
This is the spirit of this edition imagined by Denis Monticolo and
his teams, who have been able to develop the concept to meet the
expectations of competitors and visitors alike. The town is supporting
the organisation of this event with the same enthusiasm.
The stands are open to everyone for three days, free of charge:
amateurs and those who are simply curious, who want to admire the
show jumping performances and the horse and rider combinations
competing.
Everything is in place to allow everyone to discover a dazzling world in
an exceptional setting.
Have a great show in Ramatuelle!
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MEET

Denis
Monticolo
EVENT
DIRECTOR

It ’s officially spring on the French Riviera, and there’s no better time
or place to welcome back the Longines Athina Onassis Horse Show
(LAOHS). As the fifth stop on the Longines Global Champion’s Tour,
this year’s event, in the elegant and historic enclave of Ramatuelle, will
once again bring together the sport ’s best showjumping athletes for
three days of elite competition in one of the world’s most iconic beach
locales.
As ever, we are so thankful for the tireless support of our sponsors,
helmed by Longines, our esteemed Title Partner of many years. In
addition, we are grateful for the generosity of our corporate, media,
and local partners, whose dedication and confidence, year after year,
has allowed us to establish a much-anticipated home for LAOHS on the
international showjumping calendar.
Finally, I am grateful to our patron and namesake, Athina Onassis, for
her passion and devotion to this event and to the equestrian community
at large. Thank you also to my team here in France and beyond for
their hard work in bringing this event to life. After the challenges of the
last few years, we are more grateful than ever to have the privilege of
returning to Saint Tropez peninsula to celebrate and enjoy the sport
we love.
I wish you all the best of luck at the 2022 Longines Athina Onassis Horse
Show—welcome back to the beach!
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World’s most dynamic
Equestrian Sport series
in unique destinations
worldwide
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longines
global champions tour

Explained
The 2022 Longines Global Champions Tour kicks off in March
with the world’s very best riders competing for a unprecedented
amount of prize money across LGCT and GCL, and the highly
prestigious Championship title.
As well as the overall ranking battle, athletes will be competing
for a place in the highly coveted GC Prague Playoffs, the ultimate
showdown for the world’s best, scheduled this year for November
at the O2 Arena in the Czech capital city. Here, winners of each
LGCT Grand Prix will be invited to compete in the Longines
Global Champions Tour Super Grand Prix, the ultimate head-to-

1

head battle of the season’s best.

WHO WILL BE COMPETING IN THE CHAMPIONSHIP?
The world’s top riders may take part in any of the 16 LGCT
events, earning points and competing for a prize pot of over

4

season Finals where this year’s season champion will be crowned.

Points are allocated to each of the 35 riders according to their
finishing place in each event’s LGCT Grand Prix. Over the season,
each rider’s top eight scores count towards the overall cham-

€300,000 in each of the LGCT Grand Prix.

pionship ranking and a share of the bonus prize money, which

The 2022 season opens in Doha, Qatar and then travels to 15
further destinations across three continents, culminating in the

HOW DOES THE SCORING WORK?

2

Show jumping’s top riders team up with their best horses for

will be awarded at the season Finals.
HOW DOES IT ALL BEGIN?
Horses and riders compete in any of the CSI5* supporting classes
at each show. This allows horses to acclimatise to each different
venue, which ranges from grass to sand surfaces, with different

individual honours in a series of spectacular competitions on the

sized arenas and a range of environments, as well as giving

tour, with the LGCT Grand Prix as one of the highlights of each

5

riders the chance to win some serious prize money.

event.

WHAT ABOUT THE LGCT SUPER GRAND PRIX?
This is the ultimate showdown in show jumping. Each winner (or
next highest ranked athlete if more than one event is won), will
qualify for a place in this special class, held at the GC Prague
Playoffs. This will see the best horses and riders across the

To help you keep track of this thrilling series of high octane
jumping, here is a brief guide to the format:

3

season return to face off for the ultimate goal of taking the title
of LGCT Super Grand Prix Champion.

WHICH RIDERS COMPETE IN THE LGCT GRAND PRIX?
The top 35 riders according to their penalties and time qualify
from the previous competition, which also doubles as a second
GCL leg, held earlier on the Saturday at each event. Jumping in
reverse order of merit from the qualifier, horses and riders begin
by jumping over a 1.55m/1.60m course of fences. Any combination that completes on a zero score, or tie on penalties if no
combination remains clear, goes through to a jump-off against
the clock, held over a shortened course, to decide top honours.
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GCL 2022

Explained
The 2022 GCL season will see show jumping’s top riders unite
in pursuit of championship glory as they battle it out across the
world.

1

A total of 16 teams line up for this, the sixth season of the
champions going head-to-head, as well as offering some of
the world’s leading under-25 riders a chance to compete on the

The concept is the first top level competition in the sport’s history
that allows riders from different nations to compete on the same

The first part of the GCL will be on the opening day of each event

4

2

This stand alone event in November will be the ultimate face-off for

and this CSI5* 1.50/1.55m class will see teams’ combined scores

the GCL teams. Here teams will go head-to-head in the GCL Super

taken forward to the second class. Two riders from each GCL team

Cup in a three-day high stakes knockout competition.

All riders in this class will be chasing Longines world ranking points

The teams ranked 5th-16th will compete in the first day quarter-fi-

and teams will be looking to put themselves in pole position ahead

nals, with only eight teams carrying through to the next day’s

of the second round.

competition-the semi-finals. They will be joined by
the top four ranked teams in the Championship, and battle to finish

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?

in the top six, making it through to the final. Here the winning team

The second part of the GCL competition also doubles as a qualifier

will be crowned GCL Super Cup winners.

for the LGCT Grand Prix. It will be a CSI5* 1.55/1.60m class. This

team, providing a breathtaking spectacle of fierce rivalry and

takes place on Saturdays at every event before the LGCT Grand

immense team spirit in a modern and dynamic format.

Prix. Individual riders, not riding for teams, will be the first to start

The GCL classes take place over two days at each of the
global legs of the circuit, running alongside the Longines Global

Super Cup.
The countdown is on and here is a brief guide to the format:

3

The transfer windows are at critical points in the season as teams
re-evaluate to gain maximum advantage on the road to the GC
Prague Playoffs.

mine whether they qualify for the LGCT Grand Prix as individuals.

quarter-final, semi-final and final stages of the knockout GCL

WHAT HAPPENS IN THE TRANSFER WINDOW?

teams will take centre stage, carrying through their combined faults
their overall team score, but now their performance will also deter-

will be the GC Prague Playoffs, as teams battle through the

5

in this class to try to qualify for the LGCT Grand Prix. Then the GCL
from the first class. The results of the GCL riders will count towards

Champions Tour throughout the season. The climax of the year

6

TEAM STRUCTURE
Teams again have a roster of six riders (including at least one U25
athlete) for the season. This means tactics and strategy will remain

The overall winners of the GCL competition will be the team with the

a priority for team managers and owners, with a large team of

least combined faults and the quickest time over the two rounds.

horses and riders to field at each distinctive event. There have been
plenty of high profile movers and shakers across the grid, with new

HOW DOES THE SERIES PROGRESS?

allegiances formed and unique partnerships forged deeper still,

Teams can change horses and/or riders between the two GCL

and this season already promises to be an electric showcase of

classes as well as fielding different squads for each of the global

high-octane team sport.

legs in the series. Strategy and inter-team strengths will be crucial
as different riders and horses are fielded for particular circumstances. Teams will be able to earn points at every single event,
all contributing to their place in the season long Championship
ranking, as well as tussle for a top place in the all-important GCL
Super Cup at the GC Prague Playoffs.

24

SO WHAT ARE THE GC PRAGUE PLAYOFFS?

compete in each class before the class opens to individual riders.

GCL. This tactical series will feature LGCT, Olympic and world

global stage.

HOW DOES IT ALL BEGIN?

25
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Watch now only on GCTV - Pursuit of Greatness:
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H AMBURG

7
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1 9 - 21 Aug
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10 Episodes

GCTV unveils a new side of one of the greatest athletes in show jumping.
In the show jumping world very few have come close in comparison with this global
phenomenon and gentleman of Marcus Ehning. With his exceptional knack for style,
position, control and skill, episode one will start to unveil how Ehning achieved this.

RAMATUELLE - ST. TROPEZ

P A R IS
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11

13

N EW YOR K

23 - 25 S ep
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20- 22 Oc t
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26- 28 Aug
1 4 R OM E
1 - 4 S ep
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1 7- 20 N ov

The ultimate
individual challenge
longines
global champions tour
28
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An iconic timepiece from

La Grande
Classique de
Longines
the official watch of the longines global champions tour
of ramatuelle/saint-Tropez
Launched in 1992, La Grande Classique de Longines has played
a major role in forging the reputation of the winged hourglass
brand. This range is a symbol of Longines’ classic elegance and
timeless sophistication, and stands out thanks to its very slim
profile and wide palette of versions. Designed for both women
and men, this iconic collection can be seen on the wrists of all
those who know how to appreciate true value.
The collection has expanded over the years, but has never
forgotten its original features, especially its very slim profile that
comes from the unique construction of its case, whose back also
serves as the bracelet’s lugs. That technique has been patented
by Longines.
Cased in steel, sometimes set with diamonds, or made out of
yellow or pink PVD, this collection’s models come in five different
sizes and with a large array of options in terms of dials, allowing
it to suit every wrist and style sensibility.
As an emblematic collection of the winged hourglass brand,
La Grande Classique de Longines bears witness to the longstanding expertise with which the watchmaking company
embodies elegance today.
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IN 2021

PEDER FREDRICSON
JUMPED HIS WAY INTO LGCT RANKING LEAD
It was a sensational Saturday for Peder Fredricson

tricky tall Dolce & Gabbana upright that fell at the

last year with a breathtaking win in the Longines

lightest of touches. Stars such as Christian Ahlmann

Global Champions Tour of Ramatuelle/Saint-Tropez.

and Ben Maher were both out of the jump-off to their

The fight for the 2021 season title immediately

immense disappointment.

intensified as the victory catapulted Peder into the
Championship lead.

Peder Fredricson took centre stage with Catch Me

About last time

Not S, taking on the challenge with ease. Fredricson
«I wish everyday was like this! Lucky for me it was my

hit the accelerator to the penultimate line, leaving

day, I was nervous with all the riders still to come.”

spectators on the edge of their seats wondering
whether they would clear it. The talented horse

It was a sumptuous day of top sport and a stunning

showed all his scope and skill as the pair rounded up

destination as the LGCT of Ramatuelle / Saint Tropez

to the final stretch, galloping clear in 34.98s to sheer

delivered a dazzling Mediterranean experience for

delight from the crowd.

spectators and fans watching live the highest level
of show jumping in another unique signature LGCT

The LGCT Grand Prix win was down to the wire as

destination.

the final horse and rider entered the arena. Simon
Delestre and Hermes Ryan tried everything to claim

The LGCT Grand Prix of Ramatuelle, Saint-Tropez

the coveted ticket to the LGCT Super Grand Prix,

was brimming with top riders from start to finish

the incredible climax to the LGCT season at the O2

delivering a supreme display to show jumping fans

Arena in Prague, but the final fence came crashing

worldwide. The testing course built by Gregory Bodo

down and they settled for third place as the fastest

demanded perfection and no room for error with

on four faults.

a challenging Longines triple combination, plus a

32
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HOME CITY TEAM

Olivier Robert_Vangog du Mas Garnier

Michael Pender

Daniel Deusser

Olivier Robert _Tempo de Paban

ST. TROPEZ PIRATES
Cheer on the home city team, St Tropez Pirates as

Pampelonne Beach to stay head and shoulders

they battle it out against the best of the best to try

above the rest of the world-class teams.

and claim top spot on home turf at the thrilling GCL
Ramatuelle, Saint Tropez. Look out for the blue and

The team will be eager to build on its eighth place

white colours of the Pirates star-studded team fea-

in the 2021 championship, but can they go even

turing some of the hottest names in the sport of

better and take the overall GCL championship in

show jumping.

2022? Make sure you follow them on social media

Ones to watch

and subscribe to GCTV to cover their progress
The St Tropez Pirates sail into the fifth leg of the

throughout the year to see if they can fast track

season with a powerful line up on their vessel.

their way into the GCL Super Cup Semi-Finals at

Fielding another stellar team this year of popular

the GC Prague Playoffs in November, where the

German rider Daniel Deusser (GER), top Greek ath-

ultimate showdown in show jumping will reach its

lete Athina Onassis (GRE), flying Frenchman Olivier

pinnacle.

Robert (FRA) and top U25 talent Michael Pender
(IRL) who all return to this popular team, alongside
on form Belgium rider Jérôme Guery (BEL) to name a
few. Keep an eye out for these combinations, as the
St Tropez Pirates set sail for the Championship title.
Watch closely to see which riders the team manager
fields in which round, and what horsepower they
choose to be the star of the GCL Ramatuelle, Saint
Tropez, as the riders join forces just moments from

34
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longines global champions tour

SUPER GRAND PRIX
the ultimate individual final showdown
BTake 16 world-beating riders, teamed up with

Prague Playoffs to decide who will come out on

some of the most talented horses on the planet,

top of the world ’s best athletes. And, with this

and pit them against each other for the ultimate

year’s circuit taking riders all across the world—

high-stakes showdown in the magical city of

The Americas, Europe and The Middle East — and

Prague, Czech Republic, and what do you have?

stopping off at iconic locations such as New York,

The Longines Global Champions Tour Super Grand

Paris, Rome, London, Mexico City, to name a few,

Prix — one of the most prestigious and high-octane

this final decider will be a truly global experience,

competitions in history.

testing the best of the best at
the highest level.

CHAMPAGNE-BDR.COM

All roads on the 2022 Longines Global Champions
Tour lead ultimately to the GC Prague Playoffs and

The 16 winners (or highest placed rider if the winner

the O2 Arena in the Czech capital this November

secures a second LGCT Grand Prix win) from the

and will provide the ultimate showdown for the

2022 season will face two formidable 1.65m tracks,

individual riders. The 1. 25million euro Longines

set to test those who have looked on phenomenal

Global Champions Tour Super Grand Prix will also

form throughout the year.

provide the perfect complement to the GCL Super
Cup on the final weekend of the season, providing

With some of the biggest names in the sport set

a nail-biting closer to this year’s circuit.

once again to go into battle for some of the richest
prize money in the sport, this dramatic showdown

In a revolutionary concept in show jumping, the

looks set to be a real feast of top notch sporting

winners of each LGCT Grand Prix on the circuit

action.

are invited to compete in the Longines Global
Champions Tour Super Grand Prix at the GC

CHÂTEAU
LAFITE ROTHSCHILD

CHÂTEAU
MOUTON ROTHSCHILD
36

CHÂTEAU CLARKE
EDMOND DE ROTHSCHILD

L’ A B U S D ’ A L C O O L E S T D A N G E R E U X P O U R L A S A N T É , À C O N S O M M E R A V E C M O D É R A T I O N .
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SUPER CUP

where teams meet for the final face-off
While the rivalry between teams reaches fever pitch

T h e G CL S u p e r C u p w i l l co n s i s t of te a m

this season, the GC Prague Playoffs will provide the

quarter-final, a semi-final and final rounds. The

perfect platform for the ultimate battle of the best

quarter-final, held over one 1.55m round, is open to

this November as teams fight for supremacy in the

12 teams with three riders per team — those placed

coveted GCL Super Cup.

5th to 16th on the GCL overall team standings
prior to the GC Prague Playoffs. The best eight

All through the 2022 season, the 16 GCL teams

placed teams according to the aggregate time and

will be fighting tooth and nail for every valuable

penalties for each of the three riders then qualify

ranking point, collected at each event on the global

for the semi-final the following day where they

circuit. The GCL overall classification is based on

will be joined by the top four teams on the GCL

each team’s points earned at every GCL event and

overall team rankings and each of the three team

the top four teams will fast-track their way to the

riders will jump one round over 1.60m. The best six

semi-finals of the GCL Super Cup.

placed team competitions then go head-to-head
in the final – held over two different 1.60m rounds

This golden ticket will be in the minds of team

La Famiglia dei TIGRE

nasce con l’obiettivo di eguagliare, in scala ridotta,

gli standard qualitativi e strutturali dei trattori di alta gamma AC.
Tigre 3200, Tigre 3800 e Tigre 3800 F sono trattori compatti destinati ad utilizzi
semiprofessionali di farmers, operatori in serre, florovivaisti, manutentori ed

against the clock without a jump-off.

managers as they choose from their roster of six
riders throughout the season, playing their star

With 6 million euros on offer for the GCL Super

strikers strategically across the very different

Cup alone, and the promise of passion, drama and

events - from expansive grass fields of play such

glory - the race to the ultimate show down is on.

as Mexico City to the small sand arena nestled
between Monaco’s super-yachts, knowing your
athletes and their horses will be crucial to a
successful season-long campaign.

hobbisti evoluti.
39
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A Q&A WITH

PremiuMares Founder

Milena Pappas
«it is always important to remind ourselve
where it all started»

If their flurry of new Instagram foal pictures is any

The first stallion approval out of our breeding

Q: Tell us about your first year working with 2020

best out in each horse. We also like to work with

indication, it’s been a busy season for PremiuMares’

program was a 3 -year-old called The Eternal

Olympic team gold medalist Malin Baryard-

different riders, dealers, auctions, and friends. You

Founder Milena Pappas. Now in its seventh year of

Sunshine PM. A son of Emerald and the incredible

Johnsson (SWE). How does her riding style suit

can learn something from everyone!

operation, Pappas’s boutique breeding business is

Itousche V/D Vosberg, he was born and approved

PremiuMares’s ethos?

more than hitting its stride, producing offspring that

by all the well-known auctions back in 2019. [Sadly,

excel at the top of the sport through a program

his] birth brought the mother complications that led

A: We met Malin last season thanks to our invol-

that embraces premium mare bloodlines and a

to a terminal colic. The foal was just a few days

vement with the Shanghai Swans GCL Team. She

natural and respectful method of breeding and

old [at the time], and at that point, all the auctions

is actually riding a mare that I was competing on

A: I think for this and the next couple of years, the

training young horses.

suddenly turned their backs on him.

the circuit, Pocahontas (2015 Perigueux x Escudo).

focus and emphasis will continue to be on the bree-

She is a highly competitive horse, very focused and

ding side of things more than on the sport horses.

Q: In terms of your current crop of young horses,
what are some of your goals for the 2022 season?

As a longtime sponsor of the Longines Athina

This was heartbreaking , to say the least, as

intelligent; it ’s like she was born to compete! This

It is our goal to create top damlines that are worth

Onassis Horse Show (LAOHS), we caught up with

the young foal was strong and healthy. At the

year, she is seven, and it was a decisive point for

continuing, and that riders and owners [want] to

Pappas to discuss her new training partnership

last moment, Stal Brouwer included him in their

me where I could either keep her for myself to enjoy

get ahold of.

with Swedish rider Malin Baryard, a top-rated

auction, where he was the highest sold foal. Three

or allow her to develop to her full potential with a

PremiuMares stallion that very nearly wasn’t, and

years later, we were delighted to see him not only

professional. Malin has children and spends a good

For the competitions, however, we of course have

why each mare’s success story comes with a little

approved by the Belgian studbook BWP, but also

deal of time at home, so she could focus on deve-

the GCT circuit, [which is] always thrilling to watch.

nostalgia for the devoted sport horse breeder.

earning a special remark signifying his good bone

loping “Poca”.

This is especially true as we have two up-and-com i n g 8 -ye a r- o l d m a res —J a rd es s a with Pi u s

quality and the ability to pass it on to his offspring!
Q: We love seeing the images of PremiuMares

This , for us as a company, was a very proud

A very important thing to me, though, is Malin’s

Schwizer (SUI) and Toulanda degli Assi with Max

foals arriving in the springtime! What are some of

moment. But it was also very sentimental, as that

natural style of riding and developing horses. As a

Kühner (AUT)—that might be coming on!

same orphaned foal more than proved what he is

general rule, we like to be able to match our horses

worth!

with a rider that suits them, which helps bring the

the recent offspring you are most excited about?
A: Springtime is foal time! We have now successfully
reached our 7th year of [operation] and things are
slowly starting to fall into place.
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Q: PremiuMares will be the presenting partner

It is always important to remind ourselves where it

for a special new ‘Best Mare’ award this year at

all started and pay tribute.

LAOHS. Why is it important to you to support and
recognize the achievements of top female sport

Q: What do you enjoy most about being a part of

horses?

the Longines Athina Onassis Horse Show?

A: The ‘Best Mare’ award is a new and forward-

A: Saint Tropez is a place where, as an amateur,

thin king concept which can and shou ld be

you can ride, you can learn while observing the top

embraced by others around the world. A strong

riders, enjoy the pampering [and] offerings around

pedigree from the damline is, I dare say, more

you—have a glass of Rosé wine, enjoy the exquisite

important than the choice of stallion, [and] we have

food being offered, watch the competition unfold—

seen the evolution of breeding take giant steps

or go for a swim to cool off if the weather [is warm].

forward since this fact was recognized. From the

Whilst, for the top level, the challenges are all still

breeder to the rider who introduces a mare to the

there: the thrills, action, speed, and the quality of

sport, to the rider who brings that mare up to [a

the courses. What else is there to say?!

higher] level, this new award is a great testament to
mares and all those involved in their success.
Personally, I also love that after their sport career
has come to an end, a mare lives on through her
foals, and her legacy continues. This is something
we find very sentimental and—dare I say—nostalgic.
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Toulanda degli Assi

Jardessa

Pocahontas 96

The
Future
is Green.

Our new EnviroGreen range is
engineered from recycled plastic
yarn and natural Bamboo Charcoal textile.
We are committed to innovation
through green technology because
we care about the environment
and the world we live in.

The Eternal Sunshine PM

These PremiuMares Ambassadors
are poised to make their mark
Jardessa

Halo Sun

Age: 8
Breeding: Berlin x Kashmir van Schuttershof
Competing With: Pius Schwizer
Standout Traits: Careful, scopy, with a big canter,
a very strong pedigree and immense quality!

Age: 7
Breeding: Cornet Obolensky x Berlin
Competing With: Antonio Maria Garofalo
Standout Traits: Very elastic, careful, brave and
fast. A real competitor in the ring!

Pocahontas 96

A-Mardessa

Age: 7
Breeding: Perigueux x Escudo I
Competing With: Malin Baryard
Standout Traits: Smart, brave, scopy, careful, and
very fast; a true athlete in the ring.

Age: 5
Competing With: currently being broken
Standout Traits: very impressive freejump,
i m p res s i ve j u m p i n g te ch n i q u e , p ro m i s i n g
pedigree

Toulanda degli Assi

Tampa Odeveld

Age: 8
Breeding: Toulon x Nabab de Reve x Querlybet
Hero
Competing With: Helmut SCHÖNSTETTER , Max
Kuhner
Standout Traits: Exceptionally careful and brave,
with blood and a desire to please her rider. Bred
out of a direct line from Glock ’s London and
Golden Hawk, with quality for the highest level of
the sport.

Age: 3
Competing With: to be broken & ridden by
Antonio Maria Garofalo
Standout Traits: One to look out for! Incredible
mare, out of the famous line of Cordula de
Laubry! Maternal sister of Odense Odeveld!

lamicell.com
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Recycled yarn

Isolates Heat &
Regulates Temperature

Quick Dry

Bacteria Resistant

Natural
Deodorizer

Bamboo
Charcoal Yarn
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DISCOVER

RAMATUELLE
A green corner of paradise
From the point of the windmill’s sails to the charming stone
village and the seashore with its rugged creeks, Ramatuelle
offers locals and visitors a unique setting where nature and
culture flourish in harmony.
The lookout on the hill
The Moulin de Paillas, restored to its original state shown
on plans dating from 1630, stands on high ground, looking
out imperiously over the municipality of Ramatuelle. For
visitors travelling from the perched village of Gassin, it is
Ramatuelle’s first landmark, and offers a wonderful view over
the Mediterranean.
Winding streets of ancient stone
The old village, entered through gates built by the Saracens,
is a charming maze of flower-filled streets and a great place
to simply stroll. Highly evocative street names such as Place
des Tambourinaires and Rue des Amoureux are part of the
discovery of this medieval snail-shaped village enclosed
within fortified walls.
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The coastal path

The treasures of Escalet Beach

Ramatuelle has 16 kilometres of coastline that wind their way

This family beach is a real delight, a cove carved out of the

between La Croix-Valmer and Saint-Tropez like a colourful

hillside with colourful rocks and silvery sand. A beach where you

ribbon between the blue of the sky and the sea. Ochre-coloured

swim surrounded by greenery and where careful underwater

rocks and maritime pines overlook the turquoise waters as you

observation yields fantastic treasures in the form of the local

walk between beaches and headlands and around rugged

flora and fauna.

LONGINES ATHINA ONASSIS HORSE SHOW

creeks. Discover a true wilderness, and the rare beauty of an
outstanding, preserved site.
Magnificent Cap Taillat
The natural isthmus of Cap Taillat is the jewel in Ramatuelle’s
crown that can be reached only by walkers and sailors. There is
no car access to this ‘island’ that lies cradled in a spit of sparkling
white sand surrounded by a dazzling array of all shades of blue.
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OPEN DAILY
Pampelonne Beach - a new look

To find out about Ramatuelle, its activities and entertainment,

The 2019 has witnessed a total renovation of the mythical

contact the Tourist Information Office.

Pampelonne Beach that has played such a major role in Saint-

(+33 (0) 4.98.12.64.00 & office@ramatuelle-tourisme.com)

Tropez’s popularity. A development plan that prioritises the

or visit the website www.ramatuelle-tourisme.com

preservation and restoration of nature has transformed the

12PM - 8PM
Route de L'Epi 83350
Plage de Pampelonne, Ramatuelle, France

beach into something even better. It is now even more beautiful
and natural - a return to its original state.

EQ NIKKIBEACHSAINTTROPEZ
WWW.NIKKIBEACH.COM

Cultural influences
Ramatuelle’s natural setting has long been a backdrop for

Information & Reservations: + 33 (0) 4 94 79 82 04
Email: reservations.sttropez@nikkibeach.com

culture, in the widest sense of the term, culture that is accessible
to everyone.

Tell Only Your Best Friends
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THE BYBLOS

THE ICONIC HOTEL IN SAINT-TROPEZ
For over 55 years, the Byblos remains the most

and aromas that combine to recreate the original

mythical address in Saint-Tropez. A magical place

and authentic taste of Italian cuisine.

in the heart of Saint-Tropez, a refuge for stars and
a hot spot for “Tropezian” nights. The Byblos has a

The Byblos vegetable garden

unique ethos, a balance between a luxury hotel and

An agroecological garden where the Byblos chef

a “village” with a family spirit. The Byblos with its 87

selected seeds, planted 70 varieties of vegetables,

rooms (including 47 suites), looks like a small village

fruits and aromatic flowers, to create this 300 m²

with its lush gardens, fountains, magnificent swim-

agroecological garden in permaculture will be the

ming pool, spa by Sisley.

first of its kind within a hotel with a Palace distinction
in Saint-Tropez.

Arcadia, all the Mediterranean flavors.
A Refined Mediterranean cuisine made from pro-

This approach is part of Byblos’ desire to provide its

ducts from the hotel’s vegetable garden. A cuisine

customers with the best products of controlled origin

focused on the magic of the product, its original

within the framework of sustainable development.

taste, its taste potential. In a chic but laid-back
atmosphere by the pool, Arcadia restaurant

Byblos Beach sines among reference beaches of

endeavours to deliver a brand-new gastronomic

Pampelonne and offers its guests a refined expe-

experience. Open for lunch and dinner.

rience. The restaurant offers Mediterranean cuisine,
light and tasty, focus on the quality of fresh and

Cucina Byblos by Alain Ducasse, a truly authentic

seasonal products, those grown with passion from

taste of Italy

local producers and those from the Byblos vegetable

The restaurant Cucina Byblos, welcomes guests

garden.

warmly to a colourful and resolutely contemporary setting, in which a relaxed atmosphere reigns

www.byblos.com

supreme. You will discover a whole host of flavours

Instagram : ByblosSaintTropez
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LE KUBE SAINT-TROPEZ REPENSE
L’ART DE VIVRE À LA TROPÉZIENNE
POUR CETTE NOUVELLE SAISON.
Dominant le Golfe de Saint-Tropez et situé à 5 minutes du centre historique, le Kube Saint-Tropez vous accueille dans un cadre luxuriant de 2 hectares entre pinède et mer Méditerranée. Cet établissement dispose de 3
piscines, un nouveau restaurant « Alma », un spa Thalgo et EllaBaché proposant des soins autour des algues marines et de la nutridermologie, où vous
pourrez vous offrir un diagnostic de peau fait sur-mesure, d’une salle de fitness
entièrement équipée de matériels TechnoGym et d’un bar à cocktail situé sur
le rooftop de l’hôtel. Vous apprécierez déguster votre cocktail au soleil couchant, dans l’un des cadres les plus enchanteur de Saint-Tropez.
Dominating the Gulf of Saint-Tropez and located 5 minutes from the
historic center, the Kube Saint-Tropez welcomes you in a luxurious environment of 2 hectares between pine forest and Mediterranean sea. This establishment has 3 swimming pools, a new restaurant "Alma", a Thalgo and Ella Baché
spa offering treatments based on seaweed and nutridermology, where you can
get a tailor-made skin diagnosis, a fitness room fully equipped with TechnoGym equipment and a cocktail bar located on the rooftop of the hotel. You will
enjoy your cocktail at sunset, in one of the most enchanting settings of
Saint-Tropez.

Focus sur le nouveau restaurant « Alma »
Le restaurant se réinvente et devient « ALMA » avec une nouvelle décoration inspirée par la richesse et la chaleur du continent Sud-Américain. Un

BODVÁR

WELCOME TO BODVÁR - HOUSE OF ROSÉS

nouveau menu a été imaginé tel un voyage dans une ethnie Uruguayenne et
vous propose une cuisine explorant les différentes méthodes de cuissons à la

Pursuit of Excellence

About our Rosés

flamme. ALMA vous fait traverser le globe en reliant les plages d’Argentine, du

Bodvár - House of Rosés is today one of the most

Our rosé brings people together and is made to be

highly appreciated rosé wines.

enjoyed with loved ones.

Our rosé wines are enjoyed by everyone from wine

B odvár is not just a glass of wine, it serves a story.

masters to novices. Distinguished by their excellent

Bodvár is spontaneity, well-being, freshness and

tasting notes.

individual freedom, poured into a single glass.

Pérou ou d’Uruguay, là où chaque mets est conçu tel un hommage aux trésors
gastronomiques de ce continent.

Focus on the new "Alma" restaurant

Every glass of Bodvár is an experience for the cus-

The restaurant reinvents itself and becomes "ALMA" with a new decora-

tomer, from the elegant opening of the bottle to the

tion inspired by the richness and warmth of the South American continent. A

pouring of the wine. We continually challenge our-

new menu has been designed as a journey into an Uruguayan ethnic group

selves to produce the greatest rosé wines.

and offers a cuisine that explores the different methods of cooking with the
flame. ALMA takes you across the globe to the beaches of Argentina, Peru and
Uruguay, where each dish is designed as a tribute to the gastronomic treasures
of this continent.

Our heritage is our craftsmanship and knowledge
based on the enjoyable rosé wine lifestyle, but our
ambition goes way beyond rosé wine. We offer products and tools that provide an extended experience
to your rosé glass. Our products are as natural at
the beach, in the restaurant, at home as they are on
the sea.

L’ABUS D’ALCOOL EST DANGEREUX POUR LE SANTÉ,
À CONSOMMER AVEC MODÉRATION

Kube Saint-Tropez 5* - 319 Route du Littoral, 83580 Gassin Tel : +33(0)4 94 97 20 00 | @ : kubehotel@machefert.com | w : www.kubehotel-saint-tropez.com
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Iconic glamour in the heart of Saint-Tropez

The Bodvár Toast
The Bodvár Rosé toast is our signature and goes
back generations in the family.
It’s about being surrounded by people you love!
- Lower your glass to your third shirt button.
- Meet everyone around the table with your eyes.
- Take a sip.
- Lower your glass to your third shirt button.
- Thank everyone for the toast by looking
around the table.
- Place your glass on the table.
Get In Touch With Us
Cheers!

www.bodvarrose.com

1 Traverse de la Gendar merie, Saint-Tropez
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T. : 04 83 09 60 00
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hoteldeparis-sainttropez.com
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Timetable

HAND MADE IN ITALY

Castel Giorgio, Umbria
info@bottegaconticellli.it
www.bottegaconticelli.it
bottega_conticelli
Stefano Bottega Conticelli

PROVISIONAL COMPETITON SCHEDULE*

Time

Event

Category

13:00

|

CSI5* - 2* |

17:00

|

CSI2*

|

Height

Prize

Horse Inspection

| -

| €

-

Warm Up

| 1.45m

| €

-

GCL Competition

WEDNESDAY 18 MAY 2022

Category

Event

Height

Prize

09:00

|

CSI2*

|

Two Phases Special (274.2.5)

| 1,15 m

| €

1.500

10:30

|

CSI2*

|

Two Phases Special (274.2.5)

| 1,25 m

| €

2.500

12:30

|

CSI2*

|

Two Phases Special (274.2.5)

| 1.40m

| €

3.500

14:30

|

CSI5*

|

Two Phases (274.1.5.3)

| 145m

| €

25.500

17:15

|

CSI5*

|

GCL First Round – Against-the-clock

| 1,55 m

| €

55.000

FRIDAY 20 MAY 2022

PH Serena Eller Vainicher

Time

Category

Event

Height

Prize

08:00

|

CSI2*

|

Against the clock (238.2.1)

| 1.40m

| €

5.000

10:00

|

CSI2*

|

Against the clock with Jump-off (238.2.2)

| 1.15m

| €

3.000

12:00

|

CSI2*

|

Against the clock with Jump-off (238.2.2)

| 1.30m

| €

4.500

14:45

|

CSI5*

|

Against the clock (238.2.1)

| 145m

| €

25.500

17:30

|

CSI5*

|

Against the clock with Jump-off (238.2.2)

| 1.50m

| €

55.000

SATURDAY 21 MAY 2022
Time

3400 handmade stitches
1800 meters of waxed cotton thread
possibility to personalize it
with hot stamps
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MATT 27 REVERSO
LeisureFootballPouf
vegetable tanned leather
Ø70 - Ø45

Event

Category

Height

Prize

08:00

|

CSI2*

|

Against the clock (238.2.1)

| 1.30m

| €

3.500

09:50

|

CSI2*

|

Against the clock (238.2.1)

| 1.15m

| €

2.000

11:20

|

CSI2*

|

Against the clock with Jump-off (238.2.2)

| GP 1,45 m

| €

25.000

14:15

|

CSI5*

|

GCL Second Round – Against-the-clock

| 1.55cm

| €

96.000

17:45

|

CSI5*

|

Longines Global Champions Tour Grand Prix
of Saint-Tropez

| GP 1.60m

| € 300.000
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* Schedule subject to change

Time

LGCT Competition

THURSDAY 19 MAY 2022
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Venue Map
1

ROUTE DE L’EPI

ROUTE DE L’EPI

ROUTE DE L’EPI

2
13

12
8

17

5

7
16

15

4

3

C

M

Y

CM

14

MY

6
10

CY

9

CMY

K

11

Edwina Tops-Alexander & Catenda

Public Parking

10

VIP Entrance

2

Shuttle Service

11

VIP Area

3

Parking Vip

12

Public Tribune

IMPACT PROTECTION

4

Public Entrance

13

Riders Tribune

SHOCK ABSORBING

5

Show Office

14

Competition Arena

HIGH RESILIENCE & STRETCH

6

Press Office

15

VIP Area

7

Global Champions Lounge

16

Warm-Up Arena

The best protection for your horse

QUICK-DRY & HEAT DISSIPATION

8

Village

17

Stables

NON-TOXIC

9

Staff Restaurant

VENTEX 22 incorporates a human
medical grade fabric with an excellent
compressive quality, providing optimum
support and protection.

1

INNOVATIVE NEOPRENE

EXCELLENT BREATHABILITY

lamicell.com
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Elegance is an attitude*
Jane Richard

*L’élégance est une attitude
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LA GRANDE CLASSIQUE
DE LONGINES

